While chemistry exists in three-dimensions, it is published in two. This down-conversion results in a significant loss in information and often necessitates multiple images/figures to convey the complexity, intricacy, and beauty of a given structure. Outlined herein is a concise, straightforward method for incorporating interactive three-dimensional (i-3D) figures into manuscript pdfs. These figures can be generated from a variety of sources and allow for structures, molecular orbitals, unit cells and crystal lattices, as well as biopolymers to be published in the same information rich format as they are created and studied on our computers. These images can be seen and interacted with by anyone reading the manuscript in the standard pdf software (Adobe Reader) -and to fully appreciate this article, please read it using Adobe Reader. It is time for chemistry publications to take advantage of the digital age.
Sixty years ago, the first three-dimensional model of a protein (myoglobin) was created from X-Ray data. 1 This 3D model was then converted to a series of 2D images for publication to showcase the various viewpoints. Since this time, our ability to create and explore molecules in three-dimensions has significantly improved, allowing for the creation of beautiful representations users can manipulate on their computer. However, while image quality has improved, the scientific community is still limited by publishing their results as static, 2D images. This down-conversion represents the biggest obstacle in clearly conveying complex chemical information -threedimensional structures, complexes, and interactions -in publications.
The depth of chemical knowledge which was possible to convey significantly improved with the development of chemical drawing programs like ChemDraw, 2 where complex structures, stereochemistry, non-bonding interactions, and molecular orbitals could all be drawn in a standardized format and easily incorporated into scientific papers. However, the representations of these complex structures are chosen by the authors, and often multiple images are required to fully convey the intended depiction 3 -whether the favorable/unfavorable interactions of transition states or the different axes of crystal lattices (see SI). Even with multiple images, a significant loss of information must be accepted when publishing chemical/biological structures and complexes.
To date, there are few options for authors to transfer three-dimensional information to a reader. Figures can be published in stereo, creating a 3D image of a single viewpoint -if readers are capable of performing the visualization tricks necessary for seeing stereo images (Figure 1a) , 4 or as 2D images with QR codes for augmented reality viewing on a smartphone (Figure 1b ). The dimensionality was limited as manuscripts were printed and bound in physical journals. Today, the vast majority of manuscripts are read on computers or mobile devices. 7 Since 2004, Adobe Reader -the freely available program generally utilized for creating and viewing pdfs -has included the option for incorporation of 3D objects, and 3D images have been embedded in the text of biological 8 and medical 9 journals, as well as in supporting documents. 10, 11 Custom software toolboxes enable the ready generation of the files necessary to incorporate into publications. 12 Several calls have been made for an easy, straightforward method for incorporating threedimensional structures into published pdfs, for both scholarly 13,14 and academic 11 purposes. Even though 3D pdfs would be exceedingly useful for chemists, they are almost entirely absent from the chemical sciences.
Here, we present concise, straightforward methods to incorporate three-dimensional structures of small molecules, molecular orbitals, complexes, crystal structures, and biopolymers into manuscript pdfs for publication. These 3D figures are fully interactive, allowing for rotation in all directions and zooming. The easy, stepwise process requires no more computer expertise than opening and saving files and the same manipulation techniques used in common drawing/visualization programs used in chemistry, biochemistry, and molecular biology laboratories.
The key file type (.u3d) which is embedded into the final manuscript pdf can be generated in two steps from a wide variety of file formats, including SMILES, xyz coordinates, .out, .fchk, .cif, and .pdb files ( Figure 2 ). These file formats are converted to .wrl files using a variety of freeware or commercially available programs. Detailed, step-by-step instructions are provided in the supporting information, along with a series of examples, video tutorials, and tips for tricky functionalities/compounds. The .wrl file is then converted to .u3d file using an inexpensive, commercially available program called PDF3D, 15 and is capable of rendering a wide variety of chemically relevant images including structures, molecular orbitals, and ribbon diagrams of proteins. As seen with this manuscript, many complex 3D images relevant to the chemical sciences can be embedded into a single manuscript pdf without a prohibitive increase in file size. Three key pieces of molecular information are difficult to convey in two-dimensions: conformation, chirality/symmetry, and complexity. The conformation of a molecule is critical to understanding its stability and reactivity, and flat depictions belie the shape and orientation of a molecule (Figure 2a, SI) . This is particularly true for molecular orbitals and transition states, where the ability to rotate, zoom, and explore a molecule's or complex's geometry provides a degree of clarity lost in a two-dimensional format (Figure 3a,b) . Rendering can be changed by the reader to fully exploit a figure using the popup toolbar of the figure, for example changing the rendering mode from solid to shaded wireframe to see the boron-boron triple bond in Figure 3b . Similarly, depth is challenging to represent in 2D. With the ability to view a molecule from whichever direction the reader chooses, and then seamlessly expand the molecule, concepts such as molecular grooves, cavities, and chirality can be more easily comprehended and appreciated in published manuscripts with interactive 3D (i-3D) figures (Figure 3c ). This method is broadly applicable, providing the opportunity to significantly enhance how complicated chemical and biological information is conveyed in published work. Where this technique truly excels is in situations where multiple viewpoints are desired. Traditionally, multiple views (i.e. top, side) are required to convey an intended message/finding. The ability to allow the reader to rotate a molecule, complex, crystal lattice, or biopolymer increases the degree of potential understanding of the reader while minimizing space utilized on the page. Several representative examples (Figure 4) showcase how the orientation and alignment of small molecules (Figure 4a The ability to zoom into a figure allows the reader to gain significant clarity not just for large/complex molecules, but also for crystal structures and metal-organic frameworks, where both the unit cell/repeating unit and the crystal lattice can be shown in the same figure and along any axis desired (Figure 5a,b) . A single i-3D image of a microporous MOF can showcase the pronounced Jahn-Teller distortion of the trans-oriented DMF molecules on the copper, the onedimensional alignment of the Cu 2+ ions, as well as the wide, rhombic channels of the layers ( Figure  5a ).
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The ability to zoom in and out of supramolecular cages allows for the comprehension and examination of the contained space without the necessity of the author(s) depicting it with space filling shapes, which block the back side of the cage. This can be appreciated both with the empty M12L24 polyhedra "molecular flask", 25 allowing readers to zoom into and explore the cavity (Figure  5c ), and a neutral tetrahedron cage encapsulating a benzene molecule (Figure 5d ). Visualizing the intricacies of biopolymers has long been the target of publishing i-3D figures.
14 Here, the ability to interact with the figure is paramount to understand and appreciate the complexity of these large molecules/complexes. The restricted 2D publishing format forces authors to utilize significant space to convey all the intricacies of their research. A representative example is the crystal structure of a Y-family DNA polymerase in action. 28 Only a selection of the figures the authors utilized to depict this crystal structure are shown in Figure 6 . The different axial viewpoints, the different zoom depths, and the intricacies of the active site can fully be explored and conveyed in a single i-3D figure. In conclusion, molecules are three-dimensional, and the ability to depict the intricacies, complexities, and orientations of structures and complexes is paramount to successfully convey findings in publications. While authors have traditionally been restricted to creating static twodimensional figures, the shift from print to online publication allows authors to create and publish interactive, information-rich three-dimensional figures -complementing or replacing traditional representations. Interactive 3D figures save space and increase the worth of figures depicting chemical structures/complexes/interactions. The process to incorporate these figures into manuscript pdfs is concise and straightforward and is outlined in detail in the supporting documents and videos. It is time for chemistry publications to take advantage of the digital age.
